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Beside the travel bugs and the likes... along with any travel road, I am blessed with 
the health and curiosity of this Lonely Planet. The more I travel , the more I see how 
small it is and how much we have ruined the nature that God created it and we are 
destroying it .  
 
Toronto to Tel Aviv is a12 hours fly with a stopover at Paris ( Charles de Gaulle 
airport) .  
 
February is the best time to travel to Israel in terms of climate, Jerusalem can have 
some snow at that time too . And also others places in Israel can be very hot in 
summer since it is a desert climate and the temperature can be so different .  
 



Started out the tour in Jerusalem. Jerusalem is a museum in itself with so many 
historic sites , each stone had a story to tell and each stone witnessed the change of 
many politics and religions .  
 
Jerusalem is divided into 4 Quarters:  Christian , Jewish , Armenian  and Muslim . 
Each quarter is marked by a gate and the residents are mostly carried their own 
religion as stated . 
 
The alleys are all covered stones in the original forms.  We passed all the alleys that 
Jesus carried the Cross . There is Western wall or the Wailing Wall where Shabbat 
service of the Jewish is taking place. 
 

 
 
We could not get to Armenian because the residents of this quarter are Palestinian .  
We passed some check point every time we went pass the West Bank , the only 
problem is when someone could be taking hostage when the conflict happen . 



 
In general , the Palestinian and Jewish, Muslim are living in peace , I think the only 
problem is with the pressure of the outside about land, politics , influences of 
Government .  
There are so much to see and learn in Jerusalem and I think all the Christians should 
at least visit Jerusalem once .  
 
The next highlight is the Dead Sea, never had I experienced a salty water like that , 
we all floated on the top, no one can put the face down since it burned your eyes 
instantly. And no splashing water to other people  unless you want salt water goes 
into someone eyes or ears .   
 

 
 
So , that is the reason I took some photos of the Dead Sea: so calm, so quiet. Just a 
strange experience .  
 
Again. the  people of all religions  like Muslim, Jewish, Christian are living in harmony 
beside each other with no conflict .  



The Shabbat for Jewish on Friday evening , the Mineret  and mosques for the Muslim 
to pray , the churches for the Christian to worship .  
There is nothing different than other places at all . 
 
The highlight is the Ultra Orthodox, living within the Jewish society, but believing only 
in learning Bible and doing nothing . It is now becoming a burden and stress for 
Israeli who work and pay taxes . On a visit to the Western Wall, you would see the 
Ultra Orthodox activities .  
 

 
 
It is hard to find any one criticizing others, as Muslim, Jewish going to the same 
market, eating their own food and going about just fine. Muslim women cover their 
faces and wear black outfits and Israeli women wear western outfits and  theree is 
nothing serious about it. They are nice to each other and talk to each other at the 
market. 
 
 



The only problem is with the Palestinian , the Jewish never like them and vice versa. 
They don't fight on the streets , but in Palestinian territories, no Israeli allow to come 
in, only tourists or diplomats . Bethlehem is in Palestinian Territories. To go there,  we 
need a passport , we have to travel in groups and can't venture out. Hostages and 
kidnaps happened quite often. Under normal circumstances , no Palestinian would 
want to hold hostage , only when the conflict happens , then nobody knows when it 
happens .  
 
Food is good , actually very good since Israeli know how to grow fruits and veggies 
under a very tight control water supply. That makes fruits kept most of their 
sweetness and flavor. They cook well and don't eat Pork, and shell fish. There is a lot 
of restrictions but their food is great and super tasty .  
 

 
 
Jewish society doesn't discriminate women like Muslim countries like Egypt, Syria, 
Jordan in all general Middle East countries .  Women tourists can go out at midnight 
on the street with no problems at all. And we can dress in whatever we want. Only 
when going to the synagogue s, mosques or churches ,  one should be well covered 
and respect the religious rules .  
 



 
Nazareth 
 
 
Oh , the best highlight is living at the Kibbutz , a type of community unique to Israel . 
 In Kibbutz , people don't own anything , they work as farmers , put all income 
together , living all together and divide the needs all together .  Children spend a 
good portion of time at the community while parents at the farm , I would call this 
the most idealistic society of Communists where no one own anything , maybe they 
strictly follow Karl Marx doctrine. May be - Or may be not.  
 
I have witnessed and visited most of the places where Jesus was born , carried the 
Cross , the church of Nazareth , Sea of Galilee> It was an amazing experience when 
you walk the steps Jesus had walked before .  
 
One thing I found the Jewish people are mostly religious , just like the Muslim people , 
not like the American Jewish , they don't know anything about their country and 
how their ancestors and parents fight to establish their country like today .   
 
But in general , they are not aggressive and do not hate others like sometime the 
media portrayed them .  
 



Now I have learned to the two sides of the matters , I don't hate Jews and I don't 
hate Muslim either .  
Each of them has reasons to do what they are doing  .  
 
Jordan, Ah!, here is the reason to visit Petra: it has one of the seven wonders of the 
ancient world. Some others I have seen are the Pyramid of Egypt and the Sphinx .  
This ancient city is  most spectacular site I've ever seen, the Pantheon of Athens , the 
Colloseum of Rome , none measures to this .  
 
Well , it looks like Jordanian don't favor tourists much but they let people visit and 
admire that. 
 
Here are some collections of my photos: 
 
 http://www.pbase.com/an_nguyen/petra_ca_2013_  

 
 
http://www.pbase.com/an_nguyen/dance_me_to_the_end_of_love_ 
 
 
 
http://www.fotoblur.com/home/anguyen    
 

 
Some thoughts of the Israel and Jordan...  
 
One thing I found , human beings anywhere are very much is the same, some good , 
some bad, some ugly .  
But nature stay the same. It was a fascinating trip and experience . 
 
Ah! Forgot about the Museum of Holocaust... 
 
The most moving museum in the world , every bit of the history is displayed here for 
the next generation to learn and to understand about how the Jewish sufferrings of 
Jewish people in the Holocaust and the museum of children who was killed and 
slaughtered in the concentration camp .  

http://www.pbase.com/an_nguyen/petra_ca_2013_
http://www.pbase.com/an_nguyen/dance_me_to_the_end_of_love_
http://www.fotoblur.com/home/anguyen


The most moving and emotional is the fact that the entire  areas was kept in dark, 
no light at all. We walked in and held on the handrail. And each of the names of the 
children who was killed was read out and in slow motion .  
Imagine you walk in the dark , only seeing the stars and each of it presenting the 
child who was killed , and each star shines your dark path to walk, just full of 
emotion and tears in the eyes . 
 
That was a also a highlight, too. 
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